
 

Head of Digital Future 

BACKGROUND  

At Shine, we believe that achieving gender parity at the top of organisations is the fastest and most 
sustainable way to make the corporate world a more human place. More human results in thriving 
individuals and teams delivering outstanding work that connects deeply with customers and 
consumers. 

Working in partnership with our corporate clients, we coach and challenge women to build a bigger 
vision and a plan that gives them renewed energy, commitment and focus, ultimately rising through 
the ranks to greater seniority and influence. 

Founded by Anna Baréz-Brown and Caroline Whaley in 2013, over 6000 women of 75 nationalities 
have now experienced Shine since our launch. That’s 6000 women who have developed clarity, 
confidence and strength:  

Clarity around their goals and aspirations with a plan to achieve them. The confidence and resilience 
to keep on track. Strength from the support of like-minded women in their organisation.  

We are now at a critical moment in our development having doubled our business every year since 
2013 and find ourselves perfectly placed to build on this extraordinary moment in time to make the 
corporate world a more human place.  

We have an ambitious 5 year plan to continue growing our core corporate business as well as working 
with the male population, creating new offerings for other marginalised groups beyond women, 
building a digital platform and extending our global reach. It’s time to accelerate the growth of the 
business and embed Shine in every organisation that wants or needs to create systemic change 
through a diverse and truly inclusive culture. 

We are now looking for a Head of Digital Future to work alongside the Co-Founders and lead us into 
this critical stage of development that will enable us to both massively grow our audience and deepen 
our existing relationships.  
 
Our ambition is that this digital platform will deliver immediate impact and have the potential to reach 
way beyond the individual or the organisation to be transformative for society. 
 
RESPONSIBILITIES  

• Develop a multichannel strategy and plan that provides an extension to Shine’s proposition, 
providing a range of digital products and services that help to deliver commercial growth, 
greater reach, always on content and a more connected community. 

• Create a flexible digital platform that delivers an extension to Shine’s face to face coaching 
experiences which is ground-breaking, human-centric, highly-impactful and commercially-
viable. We want to create a platform that is able to deliver a new revenue stream into the 
business that makes money while we sleep by utilising stackable, training content (think 
Headspace).  

• Develop, leverage and deliver hugely inspiring content that connects deeply with existing and 
new clients and consumers across the world whilst amplifying Shine’s voice and building on 
our position as market leaders. We want to develop a clear content strategy and plan that is 
built around the requirement to extend our reach and contract period into existing clients as 
well as attract new clients by offering a more flexible and cost-effective tool. 



• Create new and highly impactful offerings for new audiences as we extend our reach to junior 
women, women who would not have the opportunity to access Shine and a broad range of 
other marginalised groups. We want our digital platform to break through barriers and enable 
everyone to have access to high quality training and content. 

• We want to create a publishing strategy for our content that extends beyond our owned 
channels and into other publishing environments. We need to make sure that the content 
strategy is able to support a range of content from ‘free content’ that attracts new users to 
the brand and ‘premium content’ that requires a subscription. 

• Identify and lead meaningful strategic partnerships that allow Shine to have massive reach, to 
punch well above our weight and to drive a strong commercial agenda.  

• Lead all digital marketing activity for Shine – creating new and leveraging existing content and 
connections. 

• Create a content and channel strategy that turns every participant into a word-of- mouth 
marketing machine for Shine.  

• Work closely with the Co-Founders and Head of Growth to create new products and services 
that deepen our relationships with existing clients, extend our reach deeper into their 
organisations and increase average revenue per client.  

WHAT WE NEED  

• A hugely talented digital leader with experience of building smart, flexible platforms that are 
deeply human-centric and can grow with the organisation. 

• Deep experience of commercialising digital offerings through subscription, licensing or other 
creative approaches.  

• Highly creative with a track-record of creating genuine human connection and impact through 
digital experiences.  

• Understanding of building brands from young start-ups to successful businesses whilst 
maintaining the core essence of the company. 

• A savvy marketer who loves to be very hands on and is passionate about driving growth 
through smart digital marketing activities.  

• Really connected in the market with ability to leverage really interesting and commercially- 
rewarding partnerships.  

• A background in advertising and media industries an advantage but not essential. 
• Full of energy and fun.  
• Passionate (but not blinded) about women’s empowerment and/or gender equality.  
• Exceptional emotional and relationship intelligence.  
• Ability to manage relationships skilfully.  
• Happy working from anywhere, traveling and balancing freedom and autonomy with great 

ability to connect and communicate. 
• Is super smart - can work strategically yet still be prepared to roll up sleeves as required of a 

small, growing organisation.  

WHAT’S IN IT FOR YOU  

• Work for an organisation that creates meaningful, often life-changing experiences, that have 
true impact on the world  

• Be part of a small team that values excellence, work ethic, authenticity, compassion, 
informality, hedonism and freedom (and yes that makes it brilliant but bonkers)  

• An opportunity to grow, shape and lead the future of a young, successful company 
• A salary that reflects your experience with additional opportunity to benefit from Shine’s 

growth 
• Reporting Line – Direct to Co-founders 

Please send your CV to us at shine@shine4women.com. Deadline for applications: 5 July 2019. 


